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Mayhem. We have train derailments, massive toxic fires (at least ten counted around the world in the last few days), destruction of food production
facilities, hysteria about genders, domestic terrorists and balloons, the relentless war escalation and nonstop pandemic fearmongering… What
otherwise would be regarded as random incidents now seems so frequent and pervasive, it’s hard not to be suspicious. Something’s up.

The monolithic and ruthless conspiracy
More than 60 years ago John F. Kennedy spoke about the “monolithic and ruthless conspiracy” that was using “covert means for expanding its
sphere of influence.” He also warned us of the “very grave danger that an announced need for increased security will be seized upon” by the
perpetrators of this conspiracy to advance their agenda. JFK wasn't just speaking idle words, and today this conspiracy has come out of the
shadows.

In 2020, the Covid 19 pandemic offered the conspirators an ideal opportunity. The worldwide emergency enabled them to launch the decisive
gambit, sidestep the legal strictures of democratic rule and attempt to create a global authoritarian police state. The experience was hugely
distressing to the people in almost every nation, but it also revealed the nature, methods and the objectives of the conspiracy.

While the policy response to the pandemic was unscientific and contrary to the established public health norms, it was also nearly identical in most
nations, suggesting that the incoherence was not an error, but a deliberate feature of the planned policy response. That policy, together with the
media-driven narrative and the draconian censorship of all dissent was clearly coordinated at a global level.

It’s the bankers’ conspiracy
Achieving worldwide policy coordination could not have been achieved without powerful means of coercion. But what force could explain such
uniform compliance with the same destructive policy mistakes by nations large and small, rich and poor, powerful and weak, all around the
world? Who could force nations of the whole world to obey its dictate, and how?

We had the first glimpse of this force in action in June 2020 when Belarus’ president Aleksandr Lukashenko publicly snubbed a $940 million line of
credit from the International Monetary Fund. He rejected it because the IMF conditioned the loan on Belarus imposing a strict Covid 19 lockdown
policy and a curfew.

Lukashenko mentioned on several occasions that the IMF negotiators wanted Belarus to do “like in Italy.” It makes no economic sense to condition
loans with terms that severely impair the borrower’s ability to repay, so the conditionality clearly had very different objectives. Deep in debt and with
collapsed tax revenues, most governments around the world needed loans, making them prey to the dictates of money power.

By April 2020, 85 nations have formally requested financial assistance from the IMF. To secure the needed funds they presumably accepted the
terms, agreeing to comply with the World Health Organization (WHO) dictates. As a result, they extended the lockdowns beyond all reason,
destroying countless small and medium-sized businesses, shut down schools, created Stasi-like contact-tracing programs, conspired to obscure
effective treatments and instituted heavy-handed censorship of public discourse.

They also agreed to promote vaccinations as the only way for us to return to normal life and cooperated on instituting Covid passes that would
condition their own citizens’ freedom of movement with their compliance: first with the vaccine requirements, but ultimately with any demand that
the global authorities might deem conducive to their agenda.

Accepting IMF terms was high treason
We only learned about IMF’s terms because the president of Belarus disclosed them publicly. Other governments quietly accepted the money and
agreed to the terms. In complying with the WHO policy dictate, government officials effectively took orders from an external power to the
detriment of their own nations, economies, and populations.

Claiming that we were in an unprecedented emergency is not acceptable as a defense. In all nations, taxpayers fund their governments, which keep
many domain experts on their payrolls precisely in order to ensure that government policies are appropriate, constructive, and that they lead to
improvements in the life of their societies. Instead, the policies they implemented at the behest of external powers from which they accepted
funding were clearly and egregiously contrary to the best interests of their own populations.

All who were complicit must be held accountable
Given their positions of privilege as well as responsibility, they may not invoke ignorance or inexperience in their own defense. The very nature of
their offices obliges them to source the best available expertise and apply discernment in serving their constituents. In abdicating on these
obligations while complying with the dictates of an external power they have effectively committed high treason and must be held
accountable accordingly.

Public officials could not have done as much damage without active and extensive complicity from the mass media and academic institutions. As
we know, many of these organizations took funding from some of the same stakeholders who wield disproportionate influence at the World Health
Organization, big pharma corporations and the global financial organizations.

Eyes on the ultimate culprits
What the world experienced over the last three years was the greatest crime against humanity ever perpetrated. They’re still on a rampage. But
while many public officials, media moguls and corrupt doctors and academicians had complicity in this crime, the agenda was formulated and
planned by those who had the means and the motive to set the wheels in motion.

This monolithic and ruthless conspiracy clearly originated from the international banking cartel together with their agencies like the Bank of
International Settlements, the IMF, World Bank, the Global Systemically Important Banks (GSIBs) and others who control the issue of money and
credit with which they can bribe and co-opt almost any governing or regulatory structure in society.

A famous member of that cartel once boasted, “Permit me to issue and control the money of a nation, and I care not who makes its laws!” At money
power’s receiving end, French Emperor Napoleon Bonaparte understood that relationship all too well when he said:

“When a government is dependent upon bankers for money, they and not the leaders of the government control the situation.”

The bankers have long coveted the control of the world, its resources, and its populations. As Carroll Quigley warned us:

“The powers of financial capitalism had [a] far-reaching aim, nothing less than to create a world system of financial control in private
hands able to dominate the political system of each country and the economy of the world. … The growth of financial capitalism made
possible a centralization of world economic control and use of this power for the direct benefit of financiers and direct injury of all other
economic groups.”

Quigley wrote those words in his 1965 book “Tragedy and Hope,” suggesting that this conspiracy was discernible many decades ago. Indeed, more
than a century ago, Lord Acton prophesied that,

“The issue which has swept down the centuries and which will have to be fought sooner or later is the people versus the banks.”

Unleashing a thousand battles
This fight is now upon us. The “monolithic and ruthless conspiracy” that JFK warned us about has unleashed an undeclared war on all humanity.

Further pandemics are in the works, wholesale destruction of the economy and food production, large-scale poisoning of the environment and the
relentless escalation towards World War III. These events are not random but deliberate, which makes them predictable to an extent.

In an article I published in August 2020, I predicted that those who planned the pandemic, “have surely planned diversions to misdirect our
grievances toward the visible enablers of their top-down authoritarian rule. One of the greatest means of diversion are wars. We must therefore
guard against believing that our enemies are the Russians, the Chinese or whomever the logic of divide-and-rule would pit us against.”

Since some of the developments are predictable, we ought to pay attention and seek clarity in connecting the dots. Furthermore, the logic of divide-
and-rule is not limited to foreign powers; it is also internal to many western societies. Indeed, the mayhem is being deliberately stoked on all fronts
and we’re facing a thousand battles in this war. But if you can believe it, that’s a good thing.

Reclaiming our birthright
It will prove to be the ultimate struggle between our emancipation and our final enslavement. We do not have the choice to decline this struggle for
in yielding, we would deprive our children and their children of liberty, condemning them to a lifetime of servitude. But it is not the time to despair:
the conspirators are losing the grip and the mayhem we’re observing is borne of their desperation, not their strength. Like a wounded animal
cornered in a cage, in their death throes they’re thrashing wildly and destroying everything within their reach. It is time to end them.

In destroying the conspiracy and bringing the conspirators and their servants to justice, we will free humanity from this servitude and reclaim the
liberty and prosperity that is our birthright under God. And let us not be too impressed with the spectacles of chaos with which they’re trying to
hypnotize us. Their system is breaking and the chaos marks its collapse. But we must not succumb to fear. As Confucius instructs us,

A seed grows with no sound

But a tree falls with huge noise

Destruction has noise, but

Creation is quiet

Creation is all around us; even as you read this, its seeds are sprouting with no sound but with a force that is a million-fold more powerful than
the mesmerising scenes of destruction.

 

These seeds are us, and we are many counting in millions and hundreds of millions. We are the ones we’ve been waiting for and we will prevail!

 

Alex Krainer – @NakedHedgie is the creator of I-System Trend Following and publisher of daily TrendCompass reports. For US investors, we
offer an inflation/recession resilient portfolio based on a basket of 30+ financial and commodities markets; in 2022, we significantly outperformed the
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real estate, financial, industrial, etc.) For more information, you can drop me a comment or an email to xela.reniark@gmail.com
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18 Reply

1 week ago

These "people" have proved themselves to be evil and merciless for a number of decades.  Now it's clear that the goal is the
eradication of the human genome as written by God Almighty.

This is a spiritual war.  Get right.  Walk right.  Pray.  We come out on top, but don't think they won't try to bring the whole planet
down with them.

BigPopper
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1 week ago

It has nothing to do with Jeebus.. it's the almighty dollar.

 

 

rusty chancre
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Amen!
Blaster09
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1 week ago

Spot on.  Thankfully, while things may look darker for a while, evil will not triumph.  The one world government and Deep State
cabal are losing their grip.  Their plans are not working out the way they envisioned.  They will now throw everything at it -
shortages, plagues, attempts to start wars.  Their days are numbered, including the fraudulent mob in Washington, D.C.

Vrystaat
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1 week ago

grifters and spendthrifts do not a govt make.

long liberty and freedom

fbazzrea
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One of the best articles of late and I agree, spot on. Weird (but not at all, considering), I just posted a comment today on the
Four Hypotheses article that fits this one better, so I'll post it here, too:

"This is no longer, as it had formed in most of our minds, an "'us' vs 'them,' collectively" scenario.

It's an individual battle; the battlefields are in our own minds and will be fought by our own actions. We can only live our lives
morally, ethically, knowing we have truth, honor, and integrity, but we can also counter every attack as it comes to us by
learning their MO, and how to neutralize it.

The beastly NWO machine, along with the 'myth of progress' will inevitably destroy itself for it has no truth, no honor, no
ability to create - they can only copy, degrade, and destroy.

Rebuilding with tainted ashes only makes a mess - a deformed imitation; a monstrous, repulsive parody of what it once was.

Their lust, greed, envy, and psychoses to be like gods themselves is but a twisted dream, and an impossible goal, and I can
sleep well with knowing it."

God bless you all.

Squid Pro Quo
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WE will win thanks to God above and  Putin and the Brics below.
Iwanttoknow
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Project Veritas was a beneficiary in my Beneficiary Trust.

 

Guess what?  I just finished the Codicil removing them.

GPW
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FIGHTING THE KHAZARIAN MAFIA - HEAD OF THE SNAKE - WORLDWIDE CLEANOUT     
 https://www.bitchute.com/video/FOJmNtPWZKkq/

Short video of Aussie politician leaving the Russian Embassy in New South Wales. He speaks about how Russia and others are
fighting to destroy the Khazarian Mafia who are the group that is controlling everything from banks big pharma, depopulation,
etc. 

These are the Davos groups, the Gates groups. the Rockefeller group, the old European blue blood groups, etc, etc, etc.

ROCKEFELLER GLOATS ABOUT 9/11 IN 1967.       https://www.bitchute.com/video/rrgrOqMjrTHU/

Another short vid on how Rockefeller gave clues back in the 60s about 911. Nothing but Satanic Psychopaths that want to
control everything you do. 

 Alastair Crooke https://strategic-culture.org/news/2023/01/30/at-war-with-russia-europe-peers-down-the-abyss/

The origins to the Davos/Reset end to this framework were always ‘shifty’. The concept’s originator was never Team
Schwab,but David Rockefeller, Chair of Chase Manhattan Bank, and his protégé (and later Klaus Schwab’s ‘indispensable
adviser’), Maurice Strong.

William Engdahl has written how “circles directly tied to David Rockefeller in the 1970s launched a dazzling array of élite
organizations and think tanks. These included the neo-Malthusian Club of Rome; the MIT-authored study, ‘Limits to
Growth’; and the Trilateral Commission”:

“In 1971 the Club of Rome published a deeply flawed report, Limits to Growth, which predicted an end to civilization,
owing to population growth combined with depleting resources. That was 1971. In 1973, Klaus Schwab at his third annual
Davos, presented Limits to Growth as his [vision for the future], to the assembled corporate CEOs. In 1974, the Club of
Rome’s Turning Point, subsequently argued that ‘Interdependence must translate as a decrease in independence’: Now is
the time to draw up a master plan [for] a new global economic system.

It was Maurice Strong, Rockefeller’s protégé, as Chair of the 1972 Earth Day UN Stockholm Conference, [who] promoted
an economic strategy of population reduction and lowering of living standards around the world to ‘save the
environment’. As Secretary General of the UN Rio Conference, Strong commissioned the report from the Club of Rome
which admitted that the CO2 global warming claim was merely an invented ruse to force change: The real enemy is
humanity itself – whose behaviour was to be changed. President Clinton’s delegate to Rio, Tim Wirth, admitted the same,
stating, “We have got to ride the global warming issue. Even if the theory of global warming is wrong, we will be doing the
‘right thing’ in terms of economic policy”.

The point here is that the Rockefeller-Davos prescription was always a scam for blowing a new financial bubble to keep
the dollar hegemony project afloat.

 

Now you know the people that really control the stings behind the Davos crowd as they are simply higher up minions.

 

 

dustinthewind
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1 week ago

I guess the Vietnam War was the War Distraction for this agenda in the 1970s.  
MoralsAreEssential
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I wonder how many people know that Mcnamara the Architect of Vietnam on his deathbed said it was a huge mistake.

The dude was BUSINESS ANALYST.. running a war.

rusty chancre
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The legitimate war protests, young men who didn't want to be sent to shoot other people and maybe die themselves,
served as cover for various lefty movements of the time.  Without that the 70's would have been better than the 60's and
the 80's probably better still, unless they ginned up some other trick to start the rot accelerating.

artichoke
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1 week ago

There are endless articles about how the bankers run the world and are respo\nsible for all the wars. They only do what they are
allowed to get away with. If the government(s) got rid of the Fed and the private banking system and jailed the banksters, we
wouldn't have these problems. The people in power benefit just as much from the bankers' crimes, and they allow them free rein.

barlow48
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The bankers and their shadowy bosses ARE the government.
Chandos II
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"Yes, it is a government By the People, For the People... 

Oh, I see what's wrong now. You peasants think you're PEOPLE! Of course, why didn't I see it before? Heh, no no you are
not people, you're servant class animals" 

Joe Bumbles
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Excellent article!  Notice the author can not state Mayer Rothschilds name for the quote about Bankster's.  
MoralsAreEssential
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I noticed that, too~ good catch.
Squid Pro Quo
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1 week ago

What a beautiful picture of the tree growing out of the rock!
MoralsAreEssential
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But it's harming the rock!  That's how the world goes.  Everything fights for its place and something else usually gets
"harmed".

Snowflakes are looking for an insurance policy so that they're insulated from "harm".  They should get it double.

artichoke
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1 week ago

Globalists have complete authoritarian control over us within arms reach. The convergence of CBDC and AI is their end-game. If
they are able to keep us distracted long enough, perhaps up to another year or two, they will have the system in place and we will
have lost our freedoms and liberties.

How does this play out? As the author suggests, war is a great tool for the globalists. And as we learned in 2019, a scary, foreign-
originated virus is too. Something diversionary will happen in the coming year. That much is certain.

Robert California
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"Your Digital Prison Is Pretty Much Built, & Will Be The Final Lockdown"  (1:16hr)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TgbNku6aAWY

Sticky Beak
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wow wow! thank you, Alex. many of us ZHers know the banksters are behind this but you have aptly shared our thoughts in a
precise and understandable way.

amen, my brother. you are a true patriot. thank you. thank you. thank you.

fbazzrea
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PREMIUM 1 week ago

The Elites are creating all the crises you are witnessing just now.  Weather to mix with the toxic chemicals to create a nation-wide
health crisis requiring digital IDs and CBDCs and control of you because we are awake and attacking them with law suits. They
need more and more distractions to stop We the people.  Do not be fooled.  The next pandemic is soon because you are learning
about the damage caused by the vaccines so they need to stop you from any more learning and  bring another pandemic now!

https://www.bitchute.com/video/dvvExMw4ukPp/

Colorado Cowboy
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1 week ago (Edited)

Nothing changes unless the Queen ants begin to fear.

They have an endless supply of worker WEF ants everywhere.

Deep in the bowels of the nest, the Banker queens, the Schwabite soldier ants, the Gates thief ants, the crazed politician ants. 

We need an ant-eater with strong claws to get down into the depths, and obliterate the Queens ants.

If Russia drops a few missile on banker ant homes, things might change.

Keanue
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...so if you are afraid to say WHO, who is in the leadership positions, directors, CFO's CEO's, Department Heads, in appointed
government positions, elected and selected by these same people, Presidential appointees, heads of departments, agencies,
Congress, Senate, NGO's, WEF, Council of Foreign Relations, the entire media including books, scientific, councils, the military
intelligence, the people "turned" ie. bribed, perverted, the Rockefeller Foundation, the UN, it goes on and on: they are under the
control thru money, blackmail, by intimidation, by censorship, someone who has lots of studied "ways", evil, greedy, perverted,
tyrannical, even misplaced loyalty and agenda'd education, insecure, needy, afraid. There, in the paneled offices you'll find them,
self appointed, conceited beyond belief, armed with a religion that forgives virtually any sin, raping a 3 year old, is, in their mind
no worse that a poke in the eye. You know who they are, how long will you personally permit this?

Kendle C
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Yep, it's all the Jews, even the Muslims in the UN who hate Israel are somehow Jews, it's all Jews Jews Jews boy you're a
fucking asshole.  Everything you don't like is done by a Jew somehow.  The raping of a 3 year old was a Roman custom that
they probably had to conform to.  The Talmud was read by the Romans.

artichoke
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1 week ago

Lord Acton was right and now is the time lest we succumb to their evil plot, leaving our children and future generations nothing
more than bonafide serfs from birth to death.

i'm in

fbazzrea
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of course, it was the banks!
the French bitch
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"We had the first glimpse of this force in action in June 2020 when Belarus’ president Aleksandr Lukashenko publicly snubbed a
$940 million line of credit from the International Monetary Fund. He rejected it because the IMF conditioned the loan on Belarus
imposing a strict Covid 19 lockdown policy and a curfew."

When did the IMF and WHO merge?

steve2241
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they were never separate
fbazzrea
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1 week ago

Nice little Knute Rockne speech there, but substanceless. 

Glad for the publicity of Luckashenko's courage, but no solutions for us "little seeds". 

HoPewGassed
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Covid-vax was supposed to be the real killshot.  Look at the Deagel numbers.  They probably hoped to achieve that mainly thru
that one exercise.

It turned into only a half- or 2/3-kill-shot, thanks to heroic people like Zelenko who let us know of an alternative to the vax.  Then
they started acting like clowns, openly defying or ignoring reality.  That means they were failing.

It's hard to repeat such an exercise because now the perps have largely outed themselves.  We know it's Fauci, but we also know
it's Klaus Schwab, Donald Trump, the Federal Reserve, parts of the DoD, and lots of others.

Ukraine war creates conditions for further military control and crisis and is useful to them for at least that reason.  A good next
step is to make them bring that to an end.

artichoke
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what is w/ people's obsession w Trump?  The guy has been out of the picture for years and every swinging dick pussy
keeps pointing their finger at him.  Even when he was in office, the entire establishment was against him--both dems and
repubs.

I just don't get people's false sense of Trump is to blame for everything or trump is great for everything---the guy was
politically impotent whether he had good intentions or bad---they wouldn't let him do anything.

Fuck trump and anyone crying about him or blaming anything on him including the vaccines and the pandemic response.

Anyone in office would have been forced to do the same thing by the powers that truly run the system.

 

Snaffew
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So....richpeople own the place, same as last week, and the Golden rule still applies.  ''He who has the gold, makes the rules.''
Was there anything else?

emptybeercan
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Can't wait to get prevailing.
Mancolo
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They may take our lives...
Boanerges - SoT
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i believe that the FED is going to print.
Normal
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